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(Communicated by Palle E. T. Jorgensen)

Abstract. In the present paper we give a condition in order that the set of

infinitely differentiable vectors for a representation it in a Banach space be

equal to the set of all infinitely differentiable vectors for the restriction of n to

a subgroup. Similar results for Gevrey vectors and analytic vectors are proved

for unitary representations.

1. Introduction and notations

Let n be a continuous representation of a úí-dimensional real Lie group G in

a Banach space E. For each u e E, define u: G —> E by ü(x) := nxu (x e G).

A vector u e E is said to be infinitely differentiable, analytic resp. a Gevrey

vector of order k for n, k > 1, if the map ü is infinitely differentiable, (real)

analytic resp. a Gevrey function of order k for n. (Cf. [Gär], [Nel], and

[GW], respectively.) Let D°°(n), Dw(n), and Gx(n) denote the space of all

infinitely differentiable vectors, of all analytic vectors, and of all Gevrey vectors

of order k for n, respectively. Note that Dw(n) = Gx(n). For each X in the

Lie algebra a of G, let dn(X) denote the infinitesimal generator of the one-

parameter group t *-* n x and let dn(X) denote the restriction of dn(X)

to D°°(7t). The map X h-» dn(X) extends uniquely to an associative algebra

homomorphism from the complex universal enveloping algebra U(q) of g into

the set of all linear operators from £>°°(7r) into D°°(n). The extension is

denoted by dn also.

There exist infinitesimal characterizations for the spaces D°°(n), Dw(n),

and Gk(n). Therefore, let sf be a set of (possibly unbounded) operators in

E. Define the joint Cx-domain Dac(Si/) of the set si by

D°°(s/):= fj        f)      D(Axo-..oAn).
«eNu/l, ,...,Anes/

Here D(AX o ■ ■ ■ o A ) denotes the domain of the operator Ax o • ■ • o An . For
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k > 1, define the Gevrey space Sx(sf) of order k relative to si by

Sk{s/) := {u e D~(tf) : ^V^V^^M, o ... o AHu\\ < ct"n\X]}.

(Cf. [GW, §1].) Now Goodman and Wallach have proved the following in-

finitesimal characterization of the spaces D°°(n) and G^n) :

Theorem 1. Let % be a representation of a Lie group G in a Banach space E.

Let Xx, ... , Xd be any basis in the Lie algebra g of G. Let k > 1. Then

D°°(n) = Dc°({dn(Xx),...,dn(Xd)})

and

Gk(n) = Sl({dn(Xx),...,dn(Xd)}).

Proof. See [Goo, Proposition 1.1] and [GW, Proposition 1.5].

Let dx e {I, ... , d - 1}, where d = dim g.   Then clearly, for any basis

Xx, ... , Xd in g :

D°0(n) = Da°({dn(Xx),... , dn(Xd)}) c D°°({dn(Xx), ... , dn(Xd)}).

In the present paper, we give conditions on the Lie algebra g and the rep-

resentation n in order that D°°(n) = D°°({dn(Xx), ... , (Xd )}) for suitable

Xx, ... , Xd in g. Also, in case t := span{dn(Xx), ... , dn(Xd )} is a subal-

gebra of g, there exists a subgroup K of G with Lie algebra t and we obtain

D0» = D00^).

For a semisimple Lie group G, these conditions are satisfied if for t we take

the subalgebra t in the Cartan decomposition g = t + p of g, and for the

representation n we take a completely irreducible one or a principal series

representation.

For unitary representations we prove similar theorems for the set of Gevrey

vectors.

2. Infinitely differentiable vectors

for restrictions to subgroups

In this section we prove the following theorem:

Theorem 2. Let n be a representation of a Lie group G in a Banach space E.

Let X{, ... , Xd be a basis in the Lie algebra g of G. Let dx e {I, ... , d-\},
and let

C:=X2l+... + X2d-X2d    -X2eU(a).
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Suppose C belongs to the center of U(q) , and suppose there exists teC such

that

dn(C) = xl.

Then

D°°(7i) = D°°{{dn(Xx), ..., dn(Xd)}) = D^iidniX,), ..., dn(Xd)}).

Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that G is connected. Let

A:=X2 + --- + X2deU(ß),

Ax:=X2 + --- + X2dieU(S),

Ä:=X2 + -.- + X2,

Ax:=X2 + --- + X2d¡.

Here X denotes the left invariant differential operator on G, which corre-

sponds to X.   Let « € D°°({dn(Xx), ... , dn(X, )})  be fixed.   We have to
i

prove that the function ü from G into E is infinitely differentiable. By [Pou],

it is enough to prove that ü is weakly infinitely differentiable; i.e., the func-

tion foü from G into C is infinitely differentiable for all f e E'. We shall

show that, for all f e E' and all m e N, there exists a continuous function g

on G such that foü is a weak solution of the equation AmF = g ; then, by

using regularity theory for elliptic differential operators, the regularity of foü

follows.

Let ñ be the contragredient representation of n on the Banach space È

in the sense of Bruhat. So Ë consists of all / e E' for which the map x •->

(nx-i)*f from G into E' is (strongly) continuous. (Here ( )* denotes the dual

operator in the dual space.) Then, for all x e G, the operator %x is defined

by ftx := (xx-\)*\E. So x >-* ñx is a continuous representation of G in the

Banach space É. (See [Bru, §1.2.2].) We first consider infinitely differentiable

vectors of ñ . Let / G D°°(ñ). Then /o ü(x) = f(nxu) = [%x-if](u) for all

x e G, so / o ü is an infinitely differentiable function from G into C. Let

m eN. Let

Wm-=  |2¿[^(^)]2-T/        U.

Recall that u e D<x({dn(Xx), ... ,dn(Xd )}).

Assertion 1. For all f e D°°(ñ) and all x e G, we have

[Äm(foü)](x) = [fowJ(x).
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Proof of Assertion 1. Let / e D00(h).    Let  n  e N  and let  jx,...,jn  e

{I, ... ,d}. Then, for all xeG:

[X   0...0X (foü)](x)
J I J n

dtx

d_

dt,

dt,

_d_
f(7lexp(t¡\d(x)XJ¡)°

Kxp(-r„Ad(.x)X    )°
i " J n

■°n^«nxjn)u)

°nw(tnM{x)X]tt)nxU)

exp(-t, Ad(x)Xj  y■    ,/](»,«)

= (-l)n[dñ(Ad(x)(Xh---Xh))f](nxu)

= [dk(Ad(x)(Xh.-.Xj)f](nxu).

Here Lu L* denotes the usual antiautomorphism from t/(g) onto 17(g). Let

7eg. Then Ad(expY)(C) = eadY(C) = C, because C belongs to the center

of U(g). Since G is connected, Ad(x)(C) = C for all x e G. Moreover, for

all v e D°°(%), we have

[dn(C)f](v) = f(dn(C*)v) = f(dn(C)v) = xf(v).

Since D°°(n) is dense in E, by [Gár], dñ(C)f = xf, by continuity. Note that

A = 2Aj - C. So we obtain for all x e G :

[Am(foü)](x) = [dfi(Ad(x)(Am))f](nxu)

= E^U T U{öÄ(Ad(x)(C))}A:Ö7i(Ad(x)(2A1)'"-A:)/](^W)
fe=0 ^      '
m /      \

= Ei-D* (7 ) [T"ö7r(Ad(x)(2A1)w-':)/](7rxM)
fc=o

= [a*(Ad(x)((2A, - T)m))/](7ixW)

= [(2(A1-T)m(/ow)](x)

= [(f°wm)](x).

This proves Assertion 1.

Let k be a right Haar measure on G.

Assertion 2. For a// <p e C^°(G) and all f e E', we have

f[Äm<p](x)[foü](x)dk(x)=   f (p(x)[fowJ(x)dk(x)
Jg Jg

Proof of Assertion 2. Let TK be the polar topology for E' of uniform conver-

gence on the compact subsets of E. Since E is complete, the topology TK is

compatible with the dual pair (E1, E), by [Wil, Example 9-2-10 and Theorem

9-2-12]. Now it follows by the same arguments as in [Bru, p. 113] that È is

not only u>"-dense in E1, but even dense in (E , TK).
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Since D (ñ) is dense in the Banach space Ë and since E is dense in

(É, TK), it follows that D°°(ñ) is dense in (É, TK). Now let / € É and

<p e CC°°(C7). Let e > 0, let K := {nxu : x e suppç?} U {nxwm : x e supptp}

and M := 1 + ¡G \Äm<p(x)\dk(x) + ¡G \<p(x)\ dk(x). There exists g e L>°°(Ä)

such that for all a e K : \f(a) - g(a)\ < eM~  . Then, by Assertion 1,

/ [Am(p](x)[g o ü](x) dk(x) =  / <p(x)[Äm(g o ü)](x) dk(x)
Jg Jg

=  / <p(x)[gow ](x)dk(x).
Jg

So

/ [Am(p](x)[foü](x)dk(x)- ¡ (p(x)[fowm](x)dk(x
Jg Jg

< f \[Am<p](x)(f(nxu) - g(nxu))\dk(x)
Jg

¡ [Am(p](x)[goü](x)dk(x)- i (p(x)[gowm](x)dk(x)
Jg Jg

f \<p(x)(g(nxwm)-f(nxwm))\dk(x)
Jg

< eM~x ( f \Amq>(x)\ dk(x) + f \(p(x)\ dk(x)

This proves Assertion 2.

Now we prove the theorem. Let / e É . By Assertion 2, the function foü

is a weak solution of the equation AmF — f°wm . Since f°wm is a continuous

function and A'" is an elliptic operator of order 2m , it follows from the local

regularity theorem for elliptic operators that foü has locally L derivatives

of order < 2m . (See [Fol, Theorem 6.30].) Hence by [Fol, Lemma 6.9] (the

Sobolev lemma), the function foü is 2m-d times continuously differentiable.

Therefore foü is infinitely differentiable for all f eÉ and hence the function

ü is infinitely differentiable. Thus u e D°°(n).   D

Corollary 3. Let G be a semisimple Lie group with Lie algebra g. Let n be a

representation of G in a Banach space. Let C e U(g) be the Casimir element.

Suppose there exists teC such that dn(C) = xl. Let g = t + p be a Cañan

decomposition of g, and let K be a subgroup of G with Lie algebra t. Then

Dx(n) = Dx(n\K).

Proof. Let B denote the Killing form of g.  Let Xx, ... , Xd   be a basis in

t and X, ,.,..., X. be a basis in p  such that B(X¡, X,) = -S, ,  for all

1 < i,j < dx   and B(XjyXß = ôt J  for all dx  < i, j < d.   Then  C =

Y*k=d +i %k ~ ^k=i Xk ■ So, by Theorems 2 and 1, we obtain that

D°» = D°°({dn(Xx), ..., dn(Xd )}) = D°°{tc\k).    D
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Remark. Note that there are no conditions on the center of G in the previous

corollary.

Corollary 4. Let G be a connected semisimple Lie group with finite center. Let

K be a maximal compact subgroup. Let n be a principal series representation

ofG. Then D°°(n) = Dx(n\K).

Corollary 5. Let n be a completely irreducible representation of a Lie group G

in a Banach space. Let Xx, ... , Xd be a basis in the Lie algebra g of G. Let

dx e {1,... , d - 1}. Let

C:=X2 + ... + X2di-X2di+l-X2eU(s).

Suppose C belongs to the center of U(q) . Then

Dco(n) = D°°({d7t(Xx),...,dn(Xd¡)}).

Proof. Since n is completely irreducible, by [Tay, Proposition 0.4.5], there

exists t e C such that dn(C) = xl.   D

3.  GEVREY VECTORS FOR RESTRICTIONS TO SUBGROUPS

In this section we prove a theorem similar to the results of the previous

section, but now for Gevrey vectors instead of infinitely differentiable vectors.

However, in this section we consider only unitary representations. We immedi-

ately formulate the main theorem of this section:

Theorem 6. Let n be a unitary representation of G. Let Xx, ... , Xd be a basis

in the Lie algebra g of G. Let dx e {I, ... , d - 1}. Let

C:=X2 + ..- + X2di-X¡í+l-X2deU(3).

Suppose C belongs to the center of {7(g), and suppose there exists tel such

that
dn(C) = xl.

Let k > 1. Then

Gx(n)=Sx({dn(Xx),... , dn(Xd)}) = Sx({dn(Xx),..., dn(Xd)}).

In particular,

Dw(n) = Sx({dn(Xx),...,dn(Xd)}).

Proof. First we prove that

SÀ({dn(Xx), ... , d?t(Xd)}) = S,({dn(Xx), ... , dn(Xd)}).

Let A:= X2 + --- + X2 e '17(g) and A, := X2 + • - • + X] e ¡7(g) be as in the

proof of Theorem 2. Let u e S¿({dn(Xx), ... , dn(Xd )}). By an elementary

counting argument it easily follows that u e -^({¿^(A,)}). Let C, / > 0 be

such that

\\[dn(Ax)]nu\\ <Ct"n\2X
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for all n e N0 . Since dn(A) = 2dn(Ax) - dn(C) = 2dn(Ax) - xl, we obtain

for all n e N0

\\[dn(A)]nu\\ < ¿ (¡j) 2*|t|"-*||[ôît(A1)]*«||

<cjr(nk)2ktk\xrkk\2X

k=o ^    '

fc=0  v     7

= C(2t + \x\)nn\2\

So ue Su({dn(A)}).
Now by [GW, example following Theorem 1.7], we obtain that u e

Sx({dn(Xx), ... , dn(Xd)}). (Here we used the fact that n is a unitary rep-

resentation.) So

Sx({dn(Xx), ... , dn(Xd)}) c S,({dn(Xx),... , dn(Xd)}).

Thus

Sx({dn(Xx),... , dn(Xd¡)}) = Sl({dn(Xx),... , dn(Xd)}).

By Theorem 2 we have the equality of the joint C°°-domains

D°°({dn(Xx), ..., dn(Xd)}) = D°°({dn(Xx), ..., dn(Xd)}).

So

Sx({dn(Xx),... , dn(Xd)}) = Sf({dn(Xx), ... , dn(Xd)}).

This proves the theorem.   D

Remark. Another proof of this theorem has been presented in [tE, p. 102].

Now, for the Gevrey vectors for unitary representations, we can state the

same type of corollaries as in §2, for example the following:

Corollary 7. Let G be a semisimple Lie group with Lie algebra g. Let n be a

unitary representation of G. Let C e U(q) be the Casimir element. Suppose

there exists x e C such that dn(C) = xl. (For example, n is irreducible.) Let

g = t + p be a Cartan decomposition of g, and let K be a subgroup of G with

Lie algebra t. Then

Gx(n) = GÀ(n\K).

In particular,

D'°(7t) = Dw(7t\K).

Added in proof. Since the paper was submitted, D. W. Robinson pointed out

to the author that the results in §3 are also valid for Banach space representa-
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tions, since Gk(n) = S2k({dn(A))}). (See [Rob, p. 390 and Theorem 7.1], with

obvious modifications for the case k > 1.)
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